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The hottest Callaboration of Hip Hop, with some R&B, and Poetry for your listening pleasure.

(Featuring...Morrus, Nadiyah, Self-Made, Joe Spit, Moray, Stinga, N.B.S, Brock Landers and much

more....) 22 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: East Coast Details: ***First and

foremost big thanks to the fans for buying and supporting our CD. Much Luv....Ungerground Hip-Hop

Forever*** Out of the basement inbetween a gray area of mainstream music and underground hip-hop is

where you will find this none stop hard hittin' compilation, Doc Ish Presents "Basic Fundaments". By way

of a number of states and cities coming out of Hartford, CT is a young innovator by the name of Doc Ish

(of the group Self-Made) Music, had always been apart of his inner soul. Some people run away to their

secret spot or their liquor bottle when their stress has reached it's limit. For him, it was always music. He

would disappear to the basement (his bedroom) for hours making beats, mind lost in it's own. His visions

are always aimed at the future on what will make him a better producer. Always digging for what nobody

has touched or done yet, trying to think and stay ahead. Taking journey's deep within and basing his

production on how he feels at that particular moment. So many want and look for up tempo, happy fun

boy type beats but "If I don't feel it I won't make it"(Doc always says). Using a style that's diverse, yet

formatted to him. *Blackout Ent.* owned by (Doc Ish, Colloso, Apollo Swyf), was established to help put

hungry underground emcee's in the spot light. Focusing on the artist creativity and the essence of hip-hop

that seems to be lost 'n' the cars, fly girls and crystal. Launching the company off with their first Cd "Basic

Fundamentals". The team consist of Moray, Nice, Stinga, Self-Made, Hot Spoons and Joe Spit. With

more projects on the way....look for the "Best of Self-Made part 1". *Track list of the snippets* 2. "Not for

the Radio" - Joe Spit, Colloso, Stinga, Peso 3. "If you were" - Apollo Swyf (of Self-Made) 5. "The Name is"

- Self-Made (Apollo Swyf, Colloso, Doc Ish) 6. "Fatal Attraction" - Morrus feat. Nadiyah 10. "I know why" -
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Nadiyah 12. "Vintage" - Hot Spoons, Ya Moms, Money Ray, Moray, Colloso (of Self-Made) 13. "How it

use to be" - N.B.S 14. "High Velosity" - Moray 15. " I got it bad" - Apollo Swyf and Nadiyah ***Always

accepting packages from managers, producers, dj's, hip-hop and r&b artist*** Send.... bio, any size

picture, and demo's (give us about a week or two to review material) to the following address: Attn to: A 

R Dept. Blackout Ent. P.O. Box 603 Manchester, CT 06045-0603
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